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1. 12 marks(a) Describe the two-phase commit protocol.(b) Describe the use of the two-phase commit protocol and its drawbacks that led to theintroduction of the three-phase commit protocol.2. 12 marks(a) Describe in few words the "Synchronous Doorway" mechanism that is used by theChoy and Singh algorithm for resource allocation. Point also why this mechanism isnot enough to solve the resource allocation problem by itself.(b) Describe in few words the �Asynchronous Doorway� mechanism that is used by theChoy and Singh algorithm.3. 12 marks(a) In the State machine approach for replication each replica processes the stable requestwith the least unique id. What is the de�nition of stable request?(b) How can a replica use logical clocks to determine the stability of a request in afail-stop system?4. 12 marks(a) Describe the simple Sequential Consistency Scheme that is used in IVY (IVY is thesimple page-based DSM system).(b) In the above scheme what are the possible ways to �nd the page's owner?5. 2 marksIn a network G=(V,E) the algorithm below is used for broadcasting from processorP1 the information (X). What is the Time and Communication Complexity ofthis algorithm?Protocol for P1 :�����������send(X) to all neighbouring processes.�����������Protocol for All Other Processes:�����������when receive(X) from a neighbourif �rst then /*initially �rst:=true */ �rst:=false send(X) to all neigh-bours����������� 1


